In recent years however a revolution in the potential availability of movement data has brought increasing attention to the limitations of previous approaches to the analysis of movement, and fuelled a step change in the development of methods aiming to deal with spatio-temporal data. Nonetheless, although these methods have been motivated by the claimed availability of very large movement datasets, they have often been developed and tested using small, often pre-filtered and cleaned datasets or simulated data supposed to have similar properties to real movement data, and simplifying assumptions about the properties of data (for example, data with regular and uninterrupted location fixes), Thus, as authors 1 we have developed and tested algorithms exploring, for instance, football based on 33 seconds of a single football game (Laube et al., 2005) , ten caribou (out of a herd consisting of some 100000 individuals) (Laube and Purves, 2006) , ten cows moving in a single field over a period of two days (Laube and Purves, 2011) , hurricane data for three years featuring a total of 48 storms sampled every six hours (Buchin et al., 2012) or, in the case of algorithmic development in computational geometry sometimes without any reference to real data (e.g. Buchin et al., 2011) . This state of affairs is, we would argue, very much representative of the state of the art in research into movement data, and in particular research based on data collection focussing on fixes directly associated with individual, addressable objects, where the first three Vs of big data (volume, velocity and variety (Laney, 2001; Graham and Shelton, 2013) ) are still the exception rather than the rule. Thus, movement research is carried out with trucks and buses in Athens (Vieira et al., 2011) , taxis in Shanghai (Lee et al. 2010) or telephone records in the Ivory Coast or Estonia (Ahas et al., 2007; Andrienko et al., 2013) , but typically over short periods and with limited integration of multiple datasets.
Therefore, in practice, despite the hype of big data, it appears that the reality, particularly in terms of big data's availability, lags its potential in the realm of movement analysis. There are many reasons for this. For example, in ecology tracking data are very expensive and challenging to collect. This in turn means that animal ecologists typically collect data with a very specific research question in mind, and that tracking data reflect these individual, carefully designed experiments with properties varying according to the research question under investigation. Although data volumes collected have increased significantly, often the variety of these data is sensibly constrained by the particular research question under investigation. Equally, the tracking of humans is certainly a reality, but data are typically held by commercial vendors or governments who must operate under strict privacy legislation restricting their ability to share data (even if this was considered desirable for commercial grounds). Even where such data are released, they are often subject to preprocessing, sometimes significantly modifying data properties (e.g. Andrienko et al., 2013 ).
None of this should imply that big data won't be of increasing importance in the analysis of movement. However, we contend that there is a need to take a step back, and as big data start to become truly available in many different guises, to consider some of the key issues for the future in the analysis of movement data. Central to these are not only the first three Vs of big data, but also the realities of working with real data whose properties are often very different to those we either assume, or encounter in our work with typical pre-prepared datasets. In fact, we would argue that the challenge is not only in dealing with big data per se, but rather these real data, warts and all, as collected in a wide variety of applications and with many different aims. We suggest that veracity, validity and volatility, sometimes used to extend the initial 3 Vs of big data to 4, 5 or even 6 Vs, are in fact demonstrably also properties of real data and their quality, irrespective of their volume, the velocity with which they are generated, or the variety of data types and attributes delivered.
In the following we set out a research agenda for movement research, based around the notion of working with real data, typical questions asked of such data, the methods used in analysis and the limitations of the current state of the art. The research agenda draws on the papers in this special issue all of which set out, in different ways, to address issues related to the use of real data in the analysis of movement. Our position is biased by our disciplinary roots (in Geographic Information Science and Computational Geometry), but we would hope that the resulting research agenda provides food for thought for many of those active in this domain. Before setting out this research agenda, we firstly briefly summarise the contributions of the five papers making up the special issue.
The papers
This special issue is made up of five papers, stemming from a workshop held under the auspices of the COST MOVE action (http://move-cost.info/). We briefly summarise the papers here, before embedding them within the research agenda which we set out in the concluding part of this editorial.
Beecham et al. explored check-in data extracted from the London bike hire scheme. Their goal was to analyse commuting behaviour and optimise the use of the scheme. This required solving two classical problems in trajectory data: where are popular places and which routes are used to travel between these? Their approach used methods from visual analytics in a collaborative chauffeured analysis approach, where domain experts were key to the workflow demonstrated.
Gudmundsson and Wolle propose a set of automated football analysis tools. As sports movement data increases there is a need for methods capable of analysing such data. The challenge here was to go beyond simple analysis tasks (such as data statistics) to a more meaningful and complex analysis tools (for example analysing player interaction) which are also computationally tractable and of interest to football coaches. The paper demonstrates how approaches from computational geometry can be applied, and constrained by, real world problems in ways which reduce the solution space to more realistic bounds.
Hurter et al. study the problem of extracting contextual information from trajectory data, specifically wind magnitude and direction from recorded aircraft positions derived from radar. They proposed a visual analytics workflow to allow interactive, semi-automatic extraction of these parameters from the data. Importantly, they also compared their approach to data collected independently, and discuss its robustness with respect to data quality and volume.
Meijles et al. study space use by visitors to a natural park. Their goal was to facilitate park management, and the study was carried out in close collaboration with park managers. Having collected data describing visitor behaviour and motivations, error-sensitive analysis was carried out relating behaviour to facilities and signposted trails within the park.
Finally, Perttunen et al. aimed to associate a user's digital identity across multiple datasets. More specifically, their aim was to identify movement traces of the same entity (person or device) captured using independent scanners (in this case using WiFi and Bluetooth). To achieve this, they reformulate the problem as a two-class classification and demonstrate how pruning techniques improve its performance, before discussing privacy implications arising from such approaches.
Sketching a research agenda
In what follows, we set out a research agenda for movement research, focussing on the implications of working with real data, and fuelled by insights derived from the papers making up this special issue. We identify a set of five challenges, ranging from the ways in which we collect data, to those we involve in analysis and the posing of research questions, all of which we believe are of central interest to those involved in research on real movement data, irrespective of the nature of the dataset under investigation.
1) Harness the full diversity of technologies to sense movement and its semantics.
While controlled studies based on a limited number of GPS-tracked individuals will remain an important source for movement data, we should increasingly seize the opportunities offered by the diversity of alternative ways of tracking moving objects. Conventional Lagrangian tracking (e.g., GPS receivers producing a sequence of position fixes as an object moves), is increasingly being complemented by Eulerian tracking (records of the flow of objects passing by known and fixed check-points or cordons). Be it through mobile phone call detail records (CDR) or commuter journeys emerging from intelligent ticketing systems, the pervasion of technology into our everyday mobility, has resulted in numerous ways of tracking both individuals and summarising aggregate motion. Examples in this special issue include check-in data recording the origins and destinations of bicycles moving within London (Beecham et al.) , implying that each individual movement record is made up of exactly two locations, and the use of WiFi and Bluetooth sensors to record passing devices, infer individual movements, and "stitch" these together into individual trajectories, whilst seeking to preserve anonymity (Perttunen et al.) . In movement analysis, the need for semantics which go beyond spatio-temporal positions is central. Thus, Meijles et al. collected qualitative data capturing information about a range of parameters including group composition and motivation, using anonymous questionnaires, while Beecham et al. store some basic demographic information associated with individual users of the bicycle hire scheme. The importance of these data, in understanding why a particular behaviour took place cannot be understated.
2) Move beyond the point
For too long movement research has focussed almost exclusively on the simplistic point-based trajectory conceptual data model for movement. One might argue that it was the simple elegance of the trajectory (in essence a time-stamped sequence of fixes building up a polyline) that contributed to the appeal of movement research in the first place. Studying a moving point is arguably the simplest dynamic spatio-temporal problem and hence a convenient launching point from a static legacy. However, technology has come to rule the conceptual modelling process, with point-based trajectories emerging from GPS systems being the most convenient, and typically undiscussed, option. As is the case in many other areas of GIScience, movement analysis should also seek to allow for more active decisions on the conceptual models used to study both movement and movement spaces, and develop awareness for the implications of such modelling choices. Work with real application problems and domain specialists reveals that many interesting movement problems emerge from adopting an Eulerian perspective and allowing movement to take the form of, for example, flows in fields, check-in sequences, or origin-destination matrices. Hurter et al. take such a perspective in this special issue, using trajectories recording aircraft position in 3D and instantaneous velocities (speed and bearing) to extract wind fields as a continuous field. The potential of working with origin-destination data such as that presented in the special issue by Beecham et al., and the need to use methods which take account the nature of the data in, for example, classifying journey as commutes, also illustrates the importance of moving away from purely point-based representations (in this case classifying work places through a density-based method which was insensitive to outliers but did not return work places as coordinates).
3) Accept that the processes and behaviours producing movement cannot be understood from spatio-temporal footprints alone
Although the above statement seems obvious, a surprising number of studies have sought to understand movement based on trajectories alone. We would submit that true understanding always requires the embedding of the movement in its enabling and limiting context. Figure 1 illustrates this problem through work of the editors, where based on GPS-traces alone we could speculate, but not confirm, why cows moved at velocities far faster than expected, and why they appeared to have a preference for moving within a rectangular region. The integration of movement with context is thus pivotal. This context can come from additional data collected with trajectories as was the case in the work from Beecham et al. and Meijles et al. However, further context can describe the space within which movement can occur (the football pitch in Gudmundsson & Wolle, the street network and key barriers constraining bicycle movement, in Beecham et al. and the nature reserve and path network in Meijles et al). Furthermore, context can also be added by detailed knowledge, and initial hypotheses, about the processes under investigation. Thus, understanding how aircraft behave under prevailing winds allowed Hurter et al. to develop an approach to extracting information on these wind fields. Here, the context is added by domain experts, and we would emphasise how naïve models of process must often be refined with more specialised process and geographical knowledge. A key requirement stemming from this observation is the need for methods which go beyond the most common visual overlay to integrate context, and start to allow for multi-modal, context-aware, integrative movement analysis.
4) Embrace real but messy movement data
Stepping away from overly simplifying preliminaries and alibi-validation with small data sets, we see a chance to explicitly advance the toolbox for coping with real but messy movement data. Given GIScience's long history of discussing, documenting and working with uncertainty in purely spatial data, it is truly surprising that method development has often assumed data properties which are rarely present in real data. There is a real need for methods which are not only capable of dealing with coarse, irregular trajectories, but also Eulerian movement data where almost no assumptions about the objects being sensed can be made. Dealing with cordon-based movement data, and in particular its integration with limited information, is the subject Perttunen et al., despite their use of simulated as well as real data, address. Meijles et al. explicitly account for uncertainty and error initially filtering data for unrealistic values, before exploring the robustness of parameters extracted from partial tracks. Hurter et al. discuss the density of sampling points for extracting wind speeds, and use an entropy criterion to evaluate whether sufficient data are available. Finally, Gudmundsson & Wolle explore openness of players to individual football passes, thus extracting possible outcomes at different points in space and time, implicitly expecting that data may reveal not only outcomes, but potential but unrealised results. We see a pressing need for research on movement to more explicitly take account of the nature of real movement data, and associated uncertainties, and thus to develop movement analysis workflows which handle uncertainty on all levels, going beyond simple sensitivity analysis addressing granularity. Equally important is that authors more comprehensively describe data set properties, any preparation that has taken place prior to analysis, and most importantly, that we move towards more reproducible science by making it the norm that movement data associated with papers are placed in the public domain.
5) Build bridges from abstraction to behaviour (and the question)
A key experience in movement analysis has been that developing generic analysis tools, as opposed to extracting descriptive parameters (e.g. speed or turning angle), is very challenging. Indeed, we would also argue that even seemingly simple descriptive parameters are often adapted to the nature of the problem and the data under analysis (e.g. can an object take the shortest path between two points, or is it constrained to a network?). Thus, movement analysis which truly aims to understand behaviour must not only take account of the points listed above, but also take the form of a real collaboration between those developing and applying methods, and domain experts. The semantic gap between a flock formalized as a set of points within a circle and the social dynamics within a flock of starlings is simply too wide to be bridged simply through the application of ever more sophisticated movement analysis algorithms and movement mining routines without recourse to experts who actually understand how these birds interact with one another and function as a group. In this special issue we explicitly sought to build this bridge, and we would argue that the resulting papers have gained in relevance through their interaction with specialists. Thus, Gudmundsson & Wolle consulted football coaches, Hurter et al. worked with air traffic controllers and meteorologists, Beecham et al. identified and iteratively answered research questions through interactions with transport specialists and Meijles et al. integrated the state forestry commission into their research team. We firmly believe that the importance of integrating domain knowledge into research on movement, not only to discuss results but also throughout the research process is of central importance. Indeed, as illustrated by some of the papers presented in this special issue, large datasets often require inductive approaches, where the questions which are posed are centrally dependent on domain expertise. Thus, we would argue, a key way in which bridges can be built from computationally sensible, but potentially meaningless abstractions, towards truly context aware analysis of movement, is the consideration of the issues set out in this research agenda, and a corresponding acceptance that the data are unlikely to speak for themselves.
